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(America has refused to become peaceful therefore the button has been pushed for a 

great disaster after which change and peace will come,   ,  ) 

 

(:19).  Today we try to go deeper into what we understood last time. We explain what 

some call a desire, we call a wish. Was it the wish of the Creator to create humanity? in 

the historical books, was Adam the Creator and Eve the humanity, that through the 

creation of, confirm the existence of. If we are created for the Creator to confirm the 

existence of Himself that He can love and be loved to, then what is the difference 

between the man and the Creator. We create children to confirm that we can love, have 

the power to love and at the same time we get loved by our children to confirm that we 

have loved a perfect creation.  (:22). Is this what the whole existence is, or is the part of 

the totality which man has never understood. 18 

 

 

... Would the action of the man and the STM as a totality, as recall all the created things 

on this planet as being as a man, then what have we done wrong and,  (:30). what are we 

doing wrong that there is an adjustment in respect to the soul of the planet and the STM, 

7 billion of man have run havoc on this planet for long enough that maybe it's the time 

for the soul of hte planet to correct the behavior. Maybe it's time for humanity to move 

in the face of completion and correction. I explained this last week in a very touchy or 

soft way, but I'll explain this in a new way. We have seen what mankind has done to 

this planet and other kinds of man on this planet, be it the fish, lamb, or cow, and in that 

process mankind has created new fields which do not fit into the structure of the soul of 

the planet, so as you have seen physically in some teachings when we show, when you 

bring change in the strength of one reactor or you bring into play a different strength 

magnet, the magnet which was originally on the table creates a different position or 

condition. I warned of this last week and we come to the point of the creation of the 

separation, distance. And for this planet it has not been far to execute such a behavior.  

(:32). By change of the condition or by attraction of the other points that can lead to a 

new condition. It's the behavior of mankind that has created and creates that separation 

at a distance of the soul of the planet and the soul of the creation. I said, we'll make an 

example of a nation and this decision has been made, I warned last week that mankind 

is pending a massive disaster. It's been forth coming, but the disaster is not to create 

fear, it will bring freedom for totality of the mankind, for humanity. Soon we'll all be 

witness to it, and many of us will not be here to witness it. We have requested and it has 

been granted for ?? said thing, the whole thing for mankind to move to a new 

dimension. We can not stand by and see another condition where millions and millions 

will be killed or put through more problems, for this reason we have asked for total 

restructuring and that will come for the change of a nation. We have been assured that it 

will take place in the forthcoming time and my request for those of you who might feel 

pity for this nation ... (break in transmission ..) (:34).  ... As I said we don't have and we 

don't ask any of you to have a pity in trying to help or support this face, as it will lead 

for you to carry their pain. We do not wish it but they have created it. As I have said 

many times if we kill we become a murderer but if they do it themselves they commit 

suicide.  (:36). The freedom was given and it was abused. Many of you might ask what, 

where, how, and who, this will come down to the time and the place and it will be 

understood fully. We do not sit back and allow these things to happen so freely, and at 

the same time the humanity has to go on, humanity doesn't depend on a few, we saw the 



dinosaurs when they passed the point that is what happened, we saw what happened to 

the Mayans. These are the conditions which created when the loss of life and damage to 

the souls is beyond acceptance of the soul of the planet, This is something we have seen 

and foretold and I warned very closely last week and it has and it will take place, it's the 

decision made by the soul of the existence and we have to go through it. It's something 

that humanity has chosen and has allowed it to happen. It's not done by anyone else 

from nowhere else. The scale of the loss is in 10's of millions not in a few. What took 

place during the WWII will happen in seconds, the totality of the loss will disable one 

of the most heinous nations on this planet and after it we shall see peace. Where we all 

will become one  (:38). and all will stand the same. It is what has taken shape and this is 

the soul of the totality which has given shape to the STM. The soul of this planet has 

been abused too much and like a body bleeding it heals itself or it cuts the piece which 

is gangrened. It was expected and we have to watch that this process completes for 

humanity to understand it. I said many times the beauty of this T will come out of the 

fear of the man not out of beauty, but mankind in his structure always works through the 

fear. We tried long and hard enough and we don't see any other solution, the decision is 

something we have no say in but we are observers to a cycle of change. As we can 

rebuild our own soul in the dimension of the physicality, the mankind needs to go 

through that to understand that he can transfer his own soul in a dimension where he 

doesn't need the physicality. In part of the teachings in the past few weeks I referred 

many times  (:40). to a cage, transferring the soul to another soul, to another dimension, 

to another creature, now those of you who have worked on the dynamic systems should 

be able to understand what this means. You should be able to understand that the 

totality of the system, comes from the totality of the soul of the planet, it doesn't matter 

which planet. ...  Very much as we give our soul,  (:42). or our selves in the hands of a 

pilot to take our physicality which contains our soul from one place or another on this 

planet, now that we have the knowledge and the man in the coming time will gather this 

knowledge, he can build a system where he can transfer the STM into that system. In 

this way the physical age of the man will not count anymore. We travel the space of 

time in no time, when we travel across universes or across the U, zero time operation for 

the dimension of physicality comes into operation. This means that we do not need to 

carry a physical dimension with us to travel the space of the U. We carry the dimension 

of the STM to travel the dimension of the U and to manifest itself in the original shape 

at the point of destination. What this means is that now, if you remember,   (:44). I 

explained in one of hte teachings very recently, that the STM in the center is surrounded 

by what we call the Pl control that is the brain, and this brain is clustered by a cage as 

we call it the skull. And this itself has a dimension of control by the blood flow around 

to keep the skull. All this has the dimension of physicality. For those of you with the 

new knowledge it should be very simple for you to move to the direction and dimension 

of creating a system which creates a plasmatic field which can contain the physicality of 

the man, that from now on we do not have, we should not create a physical dimension to 

travel,  (:46). because when it comes to the point of destination all we need to do is to 

open this space gap (at the bottom), that in totality what mankind will have at any point 

of destination by opening that door will give the physicality a dimension of choice as 

how to appear and manifest itself in that dimension when it appears. Then this door is 

the opening with the environment that you have landed in. How and what shape you 

take is the interaction of the STM with the environment that it has landed. This is what 

we saw with the Chinese system, a combination of systems to hold the central line, this 

is what we saw with the Iranian system, and this is in fact, control of the 2. We can 

transfer, if we understand the process, the dimension of the STM into another 



dimension, when it reaches balance it's a copy of both, and now you can transfer the 

STM in the dimension of the flight. This process will take some time for man to 

understand more, but in the condition of what is to come, in the knowledge of the man 

to expand to understand the totality of the work of the U now brings us to another point 

of completion. What we see in very simple, mankind has moved and will move,  (:48). 

to a new dimension, where we ourselves can decide the strength and the position and 

who will carry our soul in the depth of the U. You can build a cage for it in matter state 

or you can create a condition that part of its soul stands to create its own dimension, 

then there is no physicality to carry. Then as some of you have asked, what happens 

when we go faster then the speed of light, when it comes to stop what will happen. We 

are part of the same fields, so there is no acceleration or deceleration, because you are 

part of the totality. This is a bridge between the dimension of the travel of the STM and 

with the dimension of a spaceship  which carries only the soul of the creatures and not 

their physicality. Then there is no time of death, it's impossible that us as a physical 

dimension of the man will use this process on the planet, where when we are 50 or 60 

we decide we would like to put ?? on this and we move into the dimension of the soul, 

we encage it, and then wake up in the time when I choose, in a thousand or 20 years and 

then repeat the same. So the dimension of the physicality and the physicality of the man  

(:50). becomes immortal. There is one point that in the past teachings we have brought 

about and would like you to understand more. Those of you who follow the KF you 

have signed yourself to the peace treaty. If we look at this map, all of you across this 

planet somewhere have created the Gans's or something dynamic systems, MaGrav or 

whatever and in so many ways we have created a totality of the STM. It doesn't matter 

with what or which intention you all came to be part of the work of the KF. We are in a 

position to create that dimension of the STM that in respect with the totality of the soul 

of the planet we wish a balance for mankind. We can move collectively to a new 

dimension or we can collectively create a new condition that brings peace on this planet.   

(:52). It looks a little confusing but it is exactly all the same. In the time to come some 

of you will be in the position of harm due to the motion of this planet. My ?? chills to 

use the new understanding to be not there when the physical condition appears and 

return there when the physical condition is over. the choice is yours. I have spoken in 

teachings a few times, maybe for the first time it makes sense, you understand and why 

we teach this today. This is a matter of the interaction of the STM and the systems 

which you have been taught to encage and safe guard the STM that in time of change 

they can re-manifest themselves not to be harmed if you choose the dimension of 

physicality of the existence. It is not our wish but our knowledge of what is about to 

come. We are aware of an accident which has already taken place and we are waiting 

for the noises after that on the accident itself.  (:54). This is for those of you who 

understand, you can choose the path. It doesn't matter if you are a K Seeker or not. My 

knowledge, my feeling has been transferred to the soul of humanity. It is mankind who 

has made that decision. Now you understand how you are able to transfer, but in that 

point you don't carry the pain of physicality, the pain of the dimension. My wish is that 

mankind did not have to go through this, but mankind sometimes forces himself to be 

unkind to himself. Always I said, one of the first things you read is, Thy Shall Not Steal, 

and we usually steal from ourselves and it is your responsibility to not allow anyone to 

steal from you, what we call in the English language theft or bullying. And we have 

decided to put the books in balance for the bully's themselves.  (:56). They'll be so busy 

they will not be able to bully anyone anymore. Unfortunately, we have thought of 

everything, they should have spread the knowledge and not block it. A time and 

position has been set and there is not much more time to waste. Those who blocked the 



T now will pay for the T. Those who had the freedom to spread the knowledge that 

when the time comes, they could at least be able to move on, they are pushed to move 

by themselves. This is important for those of you who understand the message, leave 

your position and take a new position. You don't need me to tell you where and what 

and how. We have to choose between the matter of physicality and the matter of the 

soul, and secondly we have shown all options. You can go the Chinese way as I call it, 

you can go with the SS as you have seen it, in all the dimensions of physicality creation. 

Or you can do it with a single core, reactor the same as the Iranian way, or you can 

transfer ??  There is no other way to do it. This position, once you establish it has the 

position to carry many souls.  (:58). In the old histories they called it the Boat of Noah. 

Those of you who understand this, you know how to work, to do it. But my biggest fear 

is that mankind doesn't have the time, for those who are going to be on the receiving 

end. We are not here to create fear but just to inform and read the news. We are not 

predicting, the news has already happened that's why it is hte news. Mankind is deaf to 

hear it. Now you'll have the ear to hear. We are not predicting, we are already part of the 

process of completion. The buttons have been pushed and the engines have started. The 

only thing is we know the destination. Try to understand the work of the physicality and 

the work of the STM. We have  positioned many members of the U Council and Earth 

C, in the positions to build and to be, to understand the process. Now it is your decision 

as members of the councils to foresee the next steps.  (1:00). Some of you are well 

versed in the knowledge of the KF and the work of the systems and some of you 

understand well the STM and the work of the man. I have only one thing to say, I don't 

like to be in the universe of the English speaking, which the member of the U Council. 

The dimension of the whole structure is for you members of the UC to know how to 

operate together. And that is all I can tell you. Learn in how collectively everything 

works and is done. Today I explained in a very simple way the collection and 

connection fo the souls in the dimension of all the reactors in physical dimension that 

we have built and the STM. You understand the brain and the control of the Pl, 

containment and release of the Pl, then you have to decide. Those of you who test and 

test a lot should be able to transfer the soul of the humanity in the dimension 

confinement of the system. Do not get fooled by the blood or a skull.  (1:02). 

Understand the building of the systems, Understand what you have built, this especially 

goes to AZ. The AZ team, the disaster is on your doorstep, make sure you understand. 

The completion of the knowledge is understanding of the knowledge. Otherwise the 

teaching is complete. I have taught you for a long time the work of the MaGravs and the 

systems, I have taught you the positions. We now understand how to encage it and how 

to release it. Then there is no time and space, man can live in spans of the U without 

ever worrying about the dimensions of it. the way we encage the Pl in the fields now we 

can create fields which encages the Pl. We have moved to the dimension of completion. 

If you look at the Chinese system, I call it space reactor, we gave you the option of 

physical dimension, to create physicality. In the Iranian system we did the same but in 

another dimension, if you combine the 2 you can combine the STM.  (1:04). The STM 

is mono-Gans like a sun it shines, but it has different strength of its own, not different 

strengths of different dimensions of G or M fields. There is a big difference.  Then we 

understood that the blood circulation is the containment fo the STM. It's the one that 

creates the cage, but understand at the same time from the teachings that how I 

explained that the STM has a specific point that he can move in and out of the physical 

dimension of the body of the man, through the structure of his own cage. It's you who 

decides where and how this soul which has no dimension of physical matter will 

manifest itself at what point. What do you reduce in the strength to allow the weakness 



on the other hand to open it up. If I can explain it to you it's very much like this, if this 

is like the STM and its encasement, and you enter a new environment, it doesn't need to 

be underneath, it can be in any direction, you have to decide if I am going to open this 

part to interact, or if I am going to open this top side to interact, because at the bottom I 

have to submit to earth's MG fields and take the dimension of physicality  (1:06). On the 

top side I do not interact (with the earth) I take the environment of the U, or with ?? 

dimension of physicality, and see if I like (the earth side) then I open that side and shut 

the top side. It's the same with the eyes, they decide to leave at the time of night, (the 

bottom side) decides to leave in the time of the day. It's as simple as ABC, nothing else. 

We have to be aware of everything we do and its extent. This is part of what we are here 

for. This is what we need to understand about the work of the STM, the physicality and 

all the teachings of past years.  (1:08). We have come to a point of understanding in 

how to move our own soul, our own decision. This way we don't commit suicide but 

decide on a different dimension of existence. The totality of the knowledge now you 

understand from the beginning. When you choose the physicality you have to take 

whatever this planet has and its mixture that the soul of the physicality comes in balance 

with the soul of the planet and then you create your own condition of whatever 

physicality has to be in that dimension, because only what is Inertia of this planet will 

become part of the physicality of the man, nothing else. If you don't have a Zn or a Cu 

in this dimension and you have a Ca and a Ur, then only that in the Gans can manifest 

itself in the physicality of the man. It's no use carrying Zn Gans with you where there is 

no Zn. And then the dimension of the strength of the soul of the physicality finds the 

average strength which the STM carries in that strength and then he establishes the 

physical link.  (1:10). This is why we have problem if the man travels in the dimension 

of the physicality of this planet. This is the totality of understanding of how you'll come 

and how you'll be. It's not just to create the M field of, it's to understand to create the 

Inertia of at the point of arrival. Then we understand more about the work of these 

systems, these understandings. We can't guess the planet we land in, or the environment 

we'll be in is what we observe only in the atmospheric or on the surface of, because if 

there are other matters within the structure they will already be as part of the physicality 

of the manifestation. This is what happened on earth, every element is part of the 

physicality of the man, and the physicality of the man has used it in one way or another, 

in one part or another, the way it suits him. There will be no difference on the new 

position.  (1:12).  The understanding of the knowledge is to understand the essence of 

the creation. Man will never understand the totality but he can understand what will 

help him to exist on this planet or another. What can we do, what is the next step for 

those of you who are researchers and you have learned everything about the Gans's and 

building the MaGrav and power units, and SF, now you have to put all that knowledge 

together to find to accumulate that knowledge to be able to transfer the STM to become 

the traveler of the U. Do not worry about those who loose their physical life on this 

planet,  (1:14). they have chosen it. Last time it took mankind 6 years or so to destroy 

60 million of itself, this time it will be 60 seconds and 60 million. This time mankind 

has chosen the path not the totality of the soul of the U. It has decided to create that 

separation. When you take from something you take its behavior too. You take what it 

came to. I am going to explain something to you in a very different way. If I keep on 

taking blood from you which you need for your own existence that you stay warm, you 

can react and live, what do you think will happen to you, how would you react. As you 

have taken from me you have to understand that you have taken part of me,  (1:16). so I 

have a connection inside you so i can dictate the terms on you. The blood of the planet 

is the liquid of his existence not what is in his digestive system. Mankind has taken too 



much from inside, now the planet has said this is it. Exactly the same way through the 

same blood, the blood of oil. You will understand soon, I gave a very clear hint in the 

last 2 weeks of teaching. It's the greed of the man which kills the man and the man has 

become too greedy and now he has taken this step. When you cut the legs off of your 

own chair you can't blame no one that you have broken your leg with the chair fall off. 

This is what we see and this is why I put this teaching on today. I knew that I would 

come to this some 3 months ago and I know what is about to happen in the months to 

come. Mankind has reached the point of entering the U Community but it has to clean 

up its own house first.  (1:18). Please understand the teachings of today and don't worry 

about what is to happen, be joyful that you have a tool and you understand it and you 

can create your own dimension into the process of transferring your own soul and the 

others. Understand the containment of the Pl, the containment of the flow of  Pl, 

containment of the STM. Everything, all my teachings from the beginning is pointing in 

one direction from the Gans to everything else to the point of today. We started with the 

matter state, we created an energy state, and from the energy state we created the matter, 

then would the soul of the collective of the humanity in the depth of the space, if he 

understands it, would be able to create another station like the planet earth.  (1:20). But 

this time we'll not make the mankind's mistakes back in the ?? ?? It's purified. This is a 

possibility. And some races have already achieved it. It's not just going from Cu to Gans 

and creating gold, it's coming from the physicality to the creation of the STM to create 

another dimension of physicality, not only of hte man himself but of the planet of 

existence when you carry so many souls in one direction. The problems with the 

nomads of the U is that they have not understood the totality. Unless man wants to be a 

nomad in the space like the others.  Any questions?    (1:22). Q: What is the process to 

open the door of the cage? It's very simple, you will decide in interaction. If this is the 

surface of the planet and this is the strength of the STM, then between the STM and the 

soul of the planet, and the Inertia of the planet, and the Inertia of the soul when it 

created this ?? decides where to open up, in the body of the man we see it in the neck. 

When you have a different dimension soul the Inertia decides if it is going to be what. 

We are running a test at the moment with the condition of the control of the Gans. We 

have set 3 systems similar to each other. Here we control the Gans, here is a natural 

system, here we just control the Gans on the ??  (1:24).   

 

 

(1:28). In the case of a normal water the seed is created according to the structure of the 

height. It doesn't need to take that much from the earth, which is just a supporter of the 

first steps. In a condition where we have put a couple of Gans balls we have dictated the 

condition. In the last one, initially we see the growth but then when it grows to the top it 

should be very rapid because it's a combination of the 2. here we created a condition of 

this .... but with the benefit of the Inertia because the Gans is sets within the seed, that's 

how it grows faster, This confirms a lot of understanding. It comes back to the teaching 

of the soul, how we choose physicality and how matters which are connected to the 

physical matter of this planet grow faster first. Now we understand the full process of 

the herbs and how they work.  (1:30). The process is to understand the why and how 

then you can see in the physical matter condition, which is the STM is created out of the 

physical condition fo the planet earth. It's connected to the dimension of the existence in 

an Inertia state. This means we were created from the H, C, N, O, Zn, Cu and 

everything else, this is how our soul of physicality is created and its essence in the 

condition of its own work can only connect to the STM at those strengths, so in space 

we are prisoner of the Inertia of the planet earth, we are created in that dimension and 



strength. Would we find on another planet a condition fo Zn or Cu that partially we can 

manifest ourselves in that dimension.  (1:32). It's the physical dimension of the 

manifestation. Any other questions.  Q: For those who pushed the button for 

themselves, is there a chance for them to go back from what they are doing or is it 

already done?  You have to explain yourself?  Q: You said we didn't push the button 

that they did it to themselves, is there still a chance for them to go back? You can 

always go back. Q: I mean they will not face what is coming? You see this is not a 

condition of coming, it's a position that comes about what is and what has been, and it's 

a process we associate ourselves to. And they decide and associate themselves to it.  

(1:34). We haven't done it, and they can choose. In a very open way I explained the 

state of the 2 states last week and before. The plan to bring so much pain is so big that 

the planet has decided to move against it. You see the tip of the iceberg we see the 

whole of it, and that is why we decided. This nation will be under so much suffering 

that it will not have time to bring suffering to the others. It brings its own demise out of 

its own work. We can not force, as they say in English, we can take the horse to water 

but we can't make him drink. We can put a clean water and a muddy water but we can't 

force the horse to drink from one or the other, it decides. We see the same game played,  

(1:36). by the same people who played in the 1930's and 40's, just the clown has 

changed. And that is all. If you look at a country like Germany since the Second WW 

they became looking inward and left all the bad habits. We saw Japan the same, and 

through that process they became strong economies because they were not allowed to 

spend on the arms and then had enough to spend internally. We saw the growth of Japan 

and Germany after the WWII. And all started with one clown, a puppet doll and now we 

have a new puppet. This time we take the puppet with the guys who play with the 

strings. There will be no next time, because when they do it themselves they uproot 

themselves and they have created that condition, we are just observers. ... (1:38). ...   

This is what we are observing. Any other question.   (1:40). Q; In the 4 reactors like the 

Chinese when a M field is generated around the system is there any force on the shaft 

that is turning the motors? Yes there is. Of course it is a M field. ... those who did the 

tests on the dynamic systems, you see the motors stopping, and changing direction of 

motion. It's a M field because you have magnets in these motors. It's the balance of the 

pressure between inside the core and the magnetic field of the motor which forces the 

motor to stop. .. you see one core stopping and the other core moving. When we run 

multiple cores we could see it clearly, it's the field forces, even though one core is 

rotating the other one stops. Rick says, this is one of the reasons you want to get away 

from the motor driven reactors and make themselves rotate? Yes. Rotating freely 

according to the pressure with the MG field of the earth.  (1:42). Then the central field 

force in your reactor interacts with the MG force with the center of the planet according 

to the strength of the float. I think many of you have never understood that. Then you 

can change the composition of the fields and you can dictate the position and direction 

of flight. Let me explain it the way I did from the past teaching. We spoke about the 

STM and the STP, when the field force of the STM and the STP meet at a given 

strength (draws the intersection in the brain) let say we call it happiness or joy at this 

point, and any field which comes at that strength to total motion of the fields of the 

blood will give us that sensation, then we are happy, we are jumping. Be it the physical 

tickle of the body, be it a joke, be it a beautiful flower, each one carries a strength which 

at that strength matches, then we see laughter that we are happy with. So if you have 

created the soul of your system, then you can dictate the direction of the flow, which 

way you want to fly, where you are going to land. It's the same principle.  (1:44). Is it 

the planet which is dictating or is it the dimension fo the man? Nothing changes, 



everything is on the same principle. It's us who has to understand the process. Q: So if 

we had a system that had only 1 motor that turns all 4 reactors it would be ideal? But 

your limitation still is the same Cu strength, limitation. When you run reactors there are 

a number of things you have to consider not in a physical dimension but in the 

dimension of the fields.  (1:46). You have magnets in your motors which most probably 

rotate in one direction or the other it depends on how you connected it, then you have 

created a core and a field in it, when this core field strength matches with this (motor) 

and they come into balance, there are no field forces, the core will overcome the motor 

and it passes it (?this is what stops or changes direction of motor?), but you still have 

another field force which is the center of the planet having the same pressure, and then 

you have one (field) which is in totality with the system too. But with your motor you 

have created a field balance filter, like the heart of the man you connected it to the 

earth's physicality, to the Inertia and because of its proximity it's very hard to control. If 

you take your dynamic motor 10,000 kilometers from the earth you'll see a totally 

difference performance pressure because in a matter state it's too far. The position of the 

planetary, stars and galaxies is a combination of the Inertia and the MG mass field, it's 

the mass field which decides the totality. (1:48). ... Iranian man wants to know if he met 

Keshe as a young person ... I do not know. Iran is a beautiful nation our root go back 

long deep, it     (1:50).  it's the totality of the essence of life. As you know our kindness 

is not our weakness, in our love for knowledge goes back centuries, it's a home grown, 

it's the root of knowledge we have never patented it and never covered it, we shared it 

freely, it's like poetry and it goes with us. The thieves always protect themselves under 

the cover of patent. The ones who have are always generous to give, it's part of our 

culture and we are always happy. Any other question. Caroline asks.  Q: What is you 

advice for supporting the souls that are going to go through this turmoil? We are not 

going through the turmoil, they are going it. So they have to sort it out. The beauty of it,  

(1:52). what they call the gravedigger is always at the bottom of the grave pit. So they 

have to sort it out. The problem will come for man ?? There is a very simple 

explanation, dinosaurs ruled this planet and because they were big they killed as much 

as they liked and did whatever they liked. So they created a condition, this is how 

meteorites are attracted to planets. We attract the fields we create and sometimes we are 

part of the way when the accident happens. But still there is a reason we are there to 

witness the accident, because not do anything with it. Humanity has taken that course 

and it has positioned itself in that position be it physically or not. You see this T should 

have been released 10 - 15 years ago and taken through, mankind would have had the 

freedom to do, it doesn't matter what to do. Why has it taken so long, why has it gone 

through this process, why a king tried to steal the T, to kill and everything else for it. 

And the others have supported it. Because it has to come to its maturity.  (1:54). I said 

today, I looked at a lot of things in respect to humanity, where it is going to go, why it's 

going to be. Is it my problem, in a way it is, but can I choose when somebody jumps off 

a cliff. I can advise them not to, but they are going to do what they want to do. We see a 

lot of false conditions which they don't see. I can explain physically to it. Because what 

they come to it, because it is there own decision. We can elevate all the souls, it's our 

job, we already done, but unfortunately thieving has become part of the culture of this 

nation through killing. The rest of mankind has matured. This nation needs to go 

through it. And they have to handle it themselves. We never forgive and we never 

forget. If we don't talk it is out of our strength and not out of our weakness. We 

negotiated as the KF for the peace through the USB stick.  (1:56).  

 



(1:58). .. Why do you want to elevate their souls, those who want to be elevated did so 

and are elevated. Those who chose the path they go the way they have gone. We 

negotiated exchanging T for peace with the Americans, we gave them the Key on the 

condition of peace. They got 10 million jobs, and exactly as 1 president changes for 

another, now this president sees the prosperity which came through the jobs, now they 

abused it, now we close the door. We know what to do. My advice is to leave the nation 

where you know is going to be the disaster. It's yours, we informed. Willing by killing 

has to be paid for, and the nations support it. We are proud to be, you are proud to give. 

Go back to 2012 when we gave the Key, we had no objection. In 2014 when the final 

negotiation was completed, it took 18, 24 months to get everything to be sorted, and 

now we see the prosperity. You become arrogant about the prosperity, you become like 

the others.  (2:00). So you deserve to receive it. My conscience is clear but I am afraid 

of what is to come and my advice to all the KF when you hear the news understand that 

it is the time for man to move on be it next month, next year, be it some time in the 

future. We don't put a time on it. It's for a small part of this planet, it's a hurricane, it's 

an earthquake, it doesn't harm the others, but it changes the nation. It's their problem, 

never we worry, because the more we understand about the balance of the fields, we can 

give as much as we like, but they have to accept it. It's not our fault. Many souls 

elevated. But now they have chosen not us. You produced the guns and the bombs in 

your nation to kill the others somewhere else, you have to pay for it. The balance 

comes. We see a bigger picture, it's not small, massacre beyond imagination, the slavery 

of the planet. We don't let it happen. End of a nation. It's our decision. There will be 

nothing to be called united.  (2:02). If we allow it to happen, the others will learn and it 

will become a bigger problem, therefore we take it out at its root. And the root has been 

taken. We are One Nation and we can take a rotten tooth out because the rest have to 

survive. I am very precise and I know exactly what I am talking about and those who 

understand have received a balance sheet. You have to understand something, they 

staked the whole of Europe on the Euro, the Euro is not a freedom, it's the fear fo what 

they did, they brought ?? want to control her, now they got the others, they came up 

with the Spring Uprising, now the problem with the Persian Gulf, then the next one is 

another big country and then the other and then we control. In this planet there will be 

one correct master and that is us, not them. We are the creators and they are created by 

us and we control. There should be peace on this planet, not a bunch of hooligans in the 

name of Jews, Christians, Americans, or Moslems. There has to be one, and that has to 

be peace and we'll bring it.  (2:04). This is what it is, knowledge is given freely, if you 

understand the first 20 minutes of the today's teaching I have shown the mankind how 

for the first time he himself can make his own soul free of his physicality in the 

dimension of understanding. So you have the freedom. Never has so much knowledge 

been shared so openly and freely with everyone to take what they like. So what do we 

do?   

 

(2:06). 

 

(2:12).  

(2:14).  

... The case has started in the European Court .. (2:16).  

 

(2:20).  Q: About seeing flashes of light? Seeing light flashes is a filtering. A red color 

to you is not the same red to me. When we change the M fields of the brain through 



pressure, eating food, entering a new environment, the liquid of our eyes,  (2:22). 

changes its strength 05 

 

(2:26).  

 

(2:34).  

 

(2:42).  

 

(2:48). 

 

(2:52). 

(2:54). 

(2:56). .. The Mexican center in Tijuana is becoming an educational center for Southern 

US to South America, we have moved away from building a factory in Mexico because 

the size of the property we bought is too small for what we want. The factory will move 

to another location and Tijuana the teaching center as it is the wish of Armand. ...  

(2:58).  

.. AZ is shutting down and moving into manufacturing very shortly. ...  

(3:00).    (3:02).   (3:04).   (3:06).   ... Q: The link between AA, plastic, CH3 and blood, 

how do we get rid of the physical cage?  Of which animal, or what thing, your own 

soul? Are you wearing a plastic helmet?  Rick, do we get rid of this plastic CO2 box in 

order to make CO2?  But are we wearing a plastic helmet that we have to get rid of 

plastic? Rick, there are times when we don't need to get rid of it but detach from the 

physical, whatever that is and go with the soul aspect ..?  John says, leave the cage door 

open.  Are you a wild animal.  (3:08). .. Q: How to encapsulate fields for not to 

interfere, it's not about N coating, it's a link between CH3, like a C, O , H, and AA, ... 

??? Why I can't fly right now without a MaGrav is because I don't know how to interact 

with the fields, You have Cu for the brain connection ... No, you have no Cu in the 

brain. Cu has to do with the red tissue. Q: Connection through the neural synapse, it's 

linking Cu with Zn, emotion.  Maybe I'll teach you a trick. It'll bring you back to a lot of 

teaching.  (3:10). Maybe it's not been understood. To be able to ?? your soul, it's like to 

go, or to replicate any field which is within the structure of the body. You have to 

practice or you don't know when you reach it or achieve it. Where you can tune into it. 

Get a H Gans in a dynamic system where you can feel the energy of it, let's say if you 

hold your hands around it and move the fields, or reach a position if you can find, or if 

you use motors, or if you say self-dynamic system that you achieve a rotation, and move 

to the point where the rotation stops, because what I explained before, because the field 

strength between the two balances and one superimposes ???  Then put your hands in 

front of it and reset the whole thing to start again, you know where you put it, where it's 

going to stop, and try to transfer the energy from the system to between your hands,  

(3:12). that you can feel the fields until you come to the point where you don't feel it. 

The point that you don't feels means that you have matched the field in the reactor. Then 

change, let's say it's CO2, CH3, or H to something one level higher, go from CH3 to 

maybe CH4, from H to D or Tritium, and try to match it (the fields), and if you feel it, 

you have to feel it first and then you can match it between your hands, then you know 

the strength. Then move away and come back into it and see if you can create the same 

field and if you can stop the motion in that ball, in that Gans. It takes practice, then you 

understand the field strength to transfer. Then start with CO2. It's not that you have to 

think of it, you have to remember your soul strength and motion, and your physicality's 



strength and motion gives you that opportunity, that strength. So you start to physically 

seeing the interaction that you can stop the rotation. It's not magic.  (3:14). He draws it...  

(3:16). 

.. Try to us a Gans.  (3:18). matter state is lower then STM ...  

    

(3:20).  

 

(3:26). 

(3:28).  

(3:30). 

.. Do not panic with what I told you. It's a balance of the energy of the humanity and the 

soul of the planet and this is something that is set and we can't change much. Do not 

disheartened, there is an outcome of these things, especially us getting fed up with 

abuse.   (3:32). It's us, we can how we are getting abused, we stop the abuse of children 

with one guy, ?? stop the abuse of with the soul of one nation. And we'll have to come 

to the final point. Thank you for today and we'll meet soon. 

Video. 

END 

 


